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Abstract
Objectives: Patients in oncological and palliative care (PC) often have complex needs, which require a comprehensive
treatment approach. The assessment of patient-reported outcomes (PROs) has been shown to improve identification of
patient needs and foster adjustment of treatment. This study explores occupational routines, attitudes and expectations
of physicians and nurses with regards to a planned electronic assessment system of PROs.
Methods: Ten physicians and nine nurses from various PC settings in Southern Germany were interviewed. The
interviews were analysed with qualitative content analysis.
Results: The interviewees were sceptical about the quality of data generated through a patient self-assessment system.
They criticised the rigidity of the electronic assessment questionnaire, which the interviewees noted may not fit the
profile of all palliative patients. They feared the loss of personal contact between medical staff and patients and favoured
in-person conversation and on-site observations on site over the potential system. Interviewees saw potential in being
able to discover unseen needs from some patients. Interviewees evaluated the system positively in the case that the
system served to broadly orient care plans without affecting or reducing the patient-caregiver relationship.
Conclusions: A significant portion of the results touch upon the symbolic acceptance of the suggested system, which
stands for an increasing standardisation and technisation of medicine where interpersonal contact and the professional
expertise are marginalized. The study results can provide insight for processes and communication in the run-up to and
during the implementation of electronic assessment systems.
Keywords: Electronic symptom assessment, symptoms & symptom management, user acceptance, qualitative research.

Background
As a result of longer life expectancy and medical progress,
the number of people living with an incurable, fatal disease
is increasing [1]. Those affected are often facing complex
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physical, psychological and social problems, which can be
caused both by the disease itself and by its treatment. In
oncological and PC settings, physicians and nurses are confronted with the challenge of recognising the diversity of
problems faced by patients and incorporating possible solutions and measures into treatment planning.
It has been shown that patient assessments in regards
of their needs by means of questionnaires can not only
benefit the patient, but also help further research on PC
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treatment effectiveness [2, 3]. These questionnaires are
filled in by the patients themselves or, if necessary, by their
representatives. The assessment of PROs in oncological or
palliative settings can lead to 1. increased attention by
physicians and/or caregivers, 2. better identification of
needs [3–5], for example with regard to psychosocial
problems [6–8], 3. improve physician-patient communication, 4. adjustment of treatment [3, 4, 9–12]. Previous
studies have shown that early needs assessment and the
ensuing treatment tailored to patient needs can result in a
noticeable improvement in the quality of life of patients
and the course of the disease [13]. However, the effects of
PROs assessment on the actual health-related quality of
life are still not clearly understood [3, 4, 9, 14]. Although
it is still unclear to what extent PROs are integrated into
practice in daily patient care routines [4], studies suggest
that integration is rather low in general practice [15–18]
as well as PC [19]. Factors preventing the integration of
PROs in practice include: medical staff being unconvinced
by PROs assessment benefits; long, incomprehensible or
inappropriate questionnaires; lack of training for medical
staff to facilitate the interpretation and implementation of
the assessment results [4, 14].
Studies suggest that a meaningful integration of PROs
into clinical routine can be fostered by an electronic assessment [4]. Various electronic screening instruments and systems for patient self-assessment in oncology and PC have
been developed and their implementation tested in English
and German-speaking countries (e.g. [20–22]). However,
paper-and-pencil procedures still dominate the assessment
of PROs [3] and electronic assessments of PROs are not
very widespread in standard care yet [5]. Feasibility and implementation studies show numerous factors that have to
be considered for a successful application and acceptance
of electronic assessment systems. Both physicians and
nurses [23] as well as patients need support and contact
persons for operating the devices and programs [24]. Medical staff users must see the benefits of a system [25] but
react negatively if they feel limited in their scope of action
[23], if a system causes more efforts than decreasing them
[5] or is not well-integrated into workflows [26]. Local routines and knowledge cultures should also be considered in
order to understand how a system will fit into them [5].
According to implementation theory, several factors
affect the successful implementation of new health care
innovations such as the innovation itself, the target
group of professionals, the patients, the setting and the
methods and strategies of dissemination and implementation [27]. Innovations which are consistent with the
professional knowledge of practitioners are more likely
to be implemented than other innovations [27]. We have
focused on physicians and nurses working in the PC
field as a target group in this qualitative study (duration:
09/2016–04/2019). As potential professional users and
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gate-keepers to the innovation, so their knowledge,
skills, opinions, attitudes, values, routines, and/or personalities can affect implementation. The study is part of
the collaborative project MySUPPORT (07/2016–12/
2019). In MySUPPORT, structures and processes for the
routine recording and clinical use of PROs in different
palliative and oncological care contexts are to be implemented and evaluated. Ideally, the data collection and
the presentation of the results will be done via a webbased application. In the Tuebingen subproject, PC professionals were interviewed before the implementation
of the PROs assessment system in the settings of the
project partners in order to inform the implementation
process. The patient perspective will be assessed in the
final evaluation of the collaborative project.
The subproject had two general research questions:
first, what do physicians and nursing staff of various PC
settings expect from the planned assessment system?
Second, which professional self-images can be derived
from the data? Thus, we broaden the perspective beyond
questions of feasibility or acceptance of PROs and electronic assessment systems (cf. [28]). We will focus in this
article on three subquestions regarding the expectations
of physicians and nurses: What do we learn about
current methods of patient needs assessment? How do
the interviewees estimate the quality of the PROs?
Which potentials and limitations do they see in the electronic assessment of PROs?

Methods
Design

The basis of the study was an investigation of expectations
of physicians and nurses ahead of the development and implementation of the electronic assessment system. As such,
we decided to use semi-structured expert interviews [29].
The interviewer used a prepared interview guide to structure the interviews and phrased ad hoc follow-up questions
to ensure openness at the same time [30]. We addressed
the interviewees as professionals with a high competence in
explicating their expertise [29] and manifest meaning [31].
Given the expected level of explication and our main interest in themes, we used qualitative content analysis [31] to
answer the first general research question.
Sample and participants

Nineteen semi-structured face-to-face interviews were
conducted with physicians and nursing staff from various PC settings in Baden-Wuerttemberg (Germany).
As all project partners were based in BadenWuerttemberg, data was collected from only this province.
Since the community is rather small, we will need to provide rather broad information about the sample in order to
not expose our interviewees. A broad variety of interviewees
were selected in order to represent the heterogeneity of the
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professionals and settings in PC as well as to include all settings of potential implementation. In Germany, PC is provided in inpatient settings (hospices, specialised PC units in
hospitals, nursing homes) and in outpatient settings (specialised outpatient palliative care service (SAPV), GP care, outpatient nursing service providers) [32].
We aimed to interview experts of different ages and
genders coming from medical and nursing professions in
inpatient and outpatient PC settings and being at different stages in their careers. The final sample consisted of
10 physicians and nine nurses (see Fig. 1). All main inpatient and outpatient settings for PC were included (see
Table 1). The physicians and outpatient nursing services
were recruited by letter. Inpatient nurses were recruited
according to the snowball sampling technique in the facilities of the respective physicians. We finished data collection when we had reached a heterogeneous sample
but no new themes arose from further interviews [31].
Methods of data collection

The interviews were conducted at a place chosen by the interviewees, which was in all cases at or close to their workplaces [28]. All interviews were conducted by NR, a
sociologist with no background in PC and no professional
ties to the interviewees. As such, NR was addressed several
times as a sales representative of the planned system and
had to clarify her role as researcher. Consequently, she

Fig. 1 Sample of the study
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communicated more clearly that she was not involved into
the implementation process. The interviews lasted 30 to 55
min, with an average duration of 40 min. All interviewees
were informed about confidential handling of their personal
data beforehand. A declaration of consent was signed.
The interviews had two main sections (all topics see
Table 2): In the first part, interviewees were asked about
their professional background and current processes to assess patients’ needs within their respective setting. Then, a
planned electronic assessment system was described as
following “Imagine if there were an electronic screening
system that could be used to assess patient needs. Possible
complaints and individual needs of patients receiving palliative care could be determined in a standardized way.
The patients would use this system themselves, for example
on a tablet. The data would then be accessible to all caregivers.” The interviewees were asked about their expectations of such a system with regards to their specific
setting. All interviews were audio recorded with a device
that had no Wifi or Bluetooth port. They were transcribed
by a professional transcription service and then pseudonymised by NR who replaced all names, places and employers in order to protect the interviewees.
Data analysis

The data material was analysed with the qualitative content
analysis according to Schreier [30]. Four heterogeneous
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Table 1 Sample of the study
SETTING
Inpatient care

Professionals
Hospice

1x physician
3x nurses

Clinical setting

5x physicians
3x nurses

Outpatient care

validity. The standards for reporting qualitative research
guidelines [33] were applied in this article.

General practice

4x GPs

Nursing service provider

1x nurse

Specialised outpatient care (SAPV)

2x nurses

interviews were selected to ensure variability and grasp a
broad range of topics. Each interview was segmented thematically and each segment was paraphrased and reduced
to preliminary codes based on interview themes. Further
preliminary codes were deduced from the interview questions. The preliminary codes were brought into a hierarchical order to develop a coding frame that reflected the main
thematic dimensions of the material (= main codes) and
their content differentiation (= subcodes). A definition and
at least one illustrating quote were added to each code.
During trial coding, the preliminary coding frame was
rechecked with the four interviews and reworked to make
distinctions between codes clearer. After this pilot phase,
the entire data material was coded with the same coding
frame. In order to do so, we integrated the coding frame
and all interviews to MAXQDA 11. In a last step, intracode and inter-code comparison were conducted by NR,
CP and the student assistants.
Reflexivity

Every step of the analysis was carried out simultaneously
and independently by at least NR and one of the three
student assistants and then discussed jointly to examine
consistency [30] and achieve intersubjectivity [31]. Several data sessions with CP helped to focus the analysis.
Since NR, CP and the student assistants were sociologists, further meetings with MAR and the whole collaborative project made sure that critical feedback from
medical professionals was also included to increase

Results
The following results are presented in the present tense
and without indirect speech in order to maintain immediacy. Quotations are presented in italics in the text, indicating the care setting and the professional group of
the interviewees. Individual characteristic words of the
interviewees are marked with quotation marks. Interestingly, patterns could be found across settings, professions, age and gender. Consequently, it means that
interviewees from all groups and settings, but not necessarily all interviewees, have voiced similar aspects, if interviewees are not further specified. The structure of the
results does not follow the coding frame, but the structure of the inter-code comparison [30]. We will give a
short overview of current practices of patient needs assessment in PC. Then, we will present the interviewees’
perspectives on anticipated data quality before we will
elaborate on expected potentials and limitations of the
assessment system in the last section.
Current assessment practices of patients’ needs

We asked interviewees about their current assessment
practices in order to understand whether electronic assessment of PROs was already part of their professional
routines or not. The interviewees provide a very heterogeneous picture of the current assessment practices and
the knowledge and application of standardised assessment methods. The wording in our interviews is accordingly heterogeneous, whereby the term “scales” is
repeatedly used as a symbol for standardised and standardising assessment in general. Some of the interviewees from inpatient settings describe the use of
various, even standardised, instruments. Interviewees
from the hospice make it clear that “scales” are generally
of little use in their setting as they value the presence of
caregivers over standardised assessments of patients’
needs. All interviewees pick up on (their) knowledge,
competences and experience/intuition in order to

Table 2 Main topics of the interview guide
Introduction

• Professional background.
• Setting background, special features of palliative care in setting.
• Structures, organization; working conditions; care goals; clientele.

Current palliative care in own setting

• Processes of PC in setting.
• Needs assessment practices.
• Contact/relationship between nurses/physicians and patients.

Expectations concerning the planned electronic assessment system

• Needs assessment.
• Possibility to use and integration into routines.
• Changes in interaction and doctor-patient relationship.
• Need to use, benefits.
• Barriers to use.
• Possible changes on patient side.
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identify relevant needs. In addition, interviewees
expressed that interprofessional cooperation and team
meetings produce a more comprehensive and complex
picture of the patients among the individual team members. GPs formed the only exception as they saw themselves rather isolated from interprofessional exchange
opportunities. All interviewees expressed full satisfaction
with their current assessment practices: “If you have a
long-standing palliative care unit with really good staff,
not only the nursing staff, all professional groups, everyone must always work together, and everyone sees something different and that gives the overall picture, and I
believe that we are really good there […] maybe that is
arrogant, but I do believe that we usually already know
what the patient needs, also regarding psychosocial care.”
(Inpatient care, nurse 1).
Estimation of data quality

The interviewees reflect on the possible quality of the
PROs collected by the electronic assessment system and
consider the use of scales, incomplete or non-valid data.
Interviewees criticise that standardised PROs do not adequately reflect the subjective reality of the patients and
the complexity of their needs. They also raise the question
which subjects can be queried in “scales” at all. This is discussed especially with regards to pain and psychological
symptoms. Interviewees expect the questions to be onedimensional and not doing justice to the multidimensionality of pain or distress. Others assume that at least first
tendencies can be explored through standardised questions. For some interviewees, physical well-being can be
better expressed in “scales” than psychological well-being.
Therefore, psychological well-being can only be addressed
in direct interaction: “Physical needs can be relatively well
indicated with the scales, for example ‘How severe is the
pain on a scale or the shortness of breath?’ [personal
topics] which then occupy one’s mind, are more difficult to
draw” (Inpatient care, physician 3). GPs also consider
“scales” to be suitable for asking about spiritual needs.
In general, interviewees assume that not all patients will
be able to operate the electronic assessment system due to
age and/or illness and/or media affinity. This means that
patient data will be available of only a part of all patients.
The interviewees expect the PROs to depict the relevant
symptoms and mood of the patient at the time of entry.
Thus, the data only represent a snapshot of the patient’s
actual condition. From the interviewees’ point of view, this
makes it more difficult to assess whether the outcomes indicate a short-term acute condition or a stable general
condition: “I trust what I have asked the patients myself
more than an assessment, as already mentioned above,
which the patient may give in an acute situation in a way
that is probably no longer comprehensible afterwards, and
which is then available in the evaluation. If I were to
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confront the patient with this, he would say:” “Well, that
was the acute situation, but that has nothing to do with
my actual basic feeling.” (Inpatient care, physician 3).
For interviewees, these results into a standardising and
rigid picture of the patients, which does not take possible rapid change of (physical) conditions into account.
They criticise that the focus on (dominant) symptoms
reduces the view on patients and their individual situations to predefined scales: “Because you reduce someone
to a symptom, a problem, and [ …] the patient may be in
pain, the relatives are afraid and worried. And a third
person is full of questions and wants to have another discussion about therapy, so to speak. And that diversity is
lost there.” (SAPV, nurse 1).
The interviewees also question the self-assessment of
patients and consequently the validity of the PROs. They
expect outcomes to be biased, since not all patients will
express their needs, for example due to disease and symptom repression or due to a lack of reporting symptoms.
Also, not all patients could translate their symptom experience into the queries: “‘Do you feel depressed?’ and he
says ‘no’, and he has not recognised that his sleep disorder
is also a form of depression [...]” (Inpatient care, physician
2). The tendency of some patients to dramatising or
strongly reserved self-reporting was mentioned as a further possible bias in response behaviour. The interviewees
also point out that the needs assessment system does not
allow practitioners to trace back the influence of relatives
on patients’ self-assessment-processes and inputs.
Potentials and limitations of the assessment system

Some of the interviewees saw potential opportunities of
the planned electronic assessment system in identifying
afflictions. This includes patients and practitioners alike.
Interviewees conceive that the queries of the system
might stimulate the patients to reflect on their own
physical and mental feelings. In addition, physicians see
the possibility that the system might reduce patients’
feelings of shame. The recognition of hidden problems
might be promoted with regards to some topics and
some patient groups: “Nobody admits gladly that he or
she is depressive or something like that. But if he or she
can indicate it on a scale with a value and send it off, it
is sometimes easier to express than if I had to say it to
someone’s face.” (Inpatient care, physician 5).
According to interviewees, the system provides a
chance for practitioners to identify undiscovered needs
early on. In this function, it is conceivable for them to
use the electronic assessment system in the sense of a
basic assessment for palliative needs, especially in nonspecialised outpatient settings. They see a potential for
prompt problem recognition especially for patient
groups with lower contact frequency to physicians and
nurses in outpatient care. This applies, for example, to
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the settings for nursing homes: “Because sometimes,
when we have quite a lot of patients in specialised home
care, when people do not report themselves, it happens
that none of us will look after them for six weeks at all”
(SAPV, nurse 2).
The interviewees assume that the outcomes can train
the practitioners to look at different problem areas. This
could concern topics that some physicians classify as
subordinate, such as “shamefaced or fear-laden” topics
(GP 3) or spiritual-needs. Interviewees from inpatient
settings suspect that the electronic assessment system
could support inexperienced clinical physicians in recognising needs or sensitise inpatient PC staff to the wishes
and needs of patients.
All interviewees consider observations and face-to-face
interactions as more suitable methods for identifying
needs than an electronic assessment system that is filled
out in the absence of physicians. Face-to-face interaction
with the patients allows them to react immediately, situationally and flexibly according to the condition and
wishes of the patients. Even small-talk and trivial topics of
conversation provide nurses and physicians alike with
additional information for the (holistic) appraisal of the
current situation and symptoms. The observations of nonverbal signals such as body language or movement, facial
expressions or intonation provide them with further important clues to fully recognise the patients’ conditions
and needs. Hidden problems and individual needs behind
variables and simple answers can be identified during immediate interaction. “That’s just the kind of medical skill
you’d notice: There’s more to it than the simple ‘no’ or the
simple ‘yes’. Otherwise I wouldn’t need to do my work anymore, otherwise I could put an algorithm there, then the
patients enter their things and the perfectly proportioned
pills are spit out.” (Inpatient care, physician 1).
Some of the interviewees expect that the application of
the electronic assessment system will focus the needs assessment as some questions will be omitted in further
conversation, e.g. if the outcomes are unambiguous:
“Sure, if someone indicates zero and has no pain, then
you can leave it at that and say that this will not be the
problem perhaps.” (Hospice, nurse 3). Others address
the possible consequences of the unchecked acceptance
of the collected PROs: “If the physician just fails to deal
with the patient personally, but simply says ‘Oh, no depressions, okay’, well, then it doesn’t go any further at this
point.” (Inpatient care, physician 2).
According to some of the interviewees, the planned
electronic assessment system does not provide any fundamentally new information about the needs of patients
and is therefore superfluous in routine care. If PROs
offer identical findings as a conventional conversation,
they represent unnecessary data duplication. Thus, the
electronic assessment system would be another burden
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for the already burdened patients. In their view, the electronic assessment system offers no room to explore patients’ individual concerns and symptoms. At best, PROs
do not represent final findings about the condition of
the patients, but open up new questions that should always be checked critically in direct interactions with patients: “You have to look specifically at what the person
said and what they want and what they need. And that’s
where I have to look. Is now his problem his nausea or is
his problem that he simply needs someone to talk to outside of the family or that he simply has to clarify spiritual things with a pastor. And then that also has further
effects, then I see what his main problem is and I see:
What do I have to work on.” (Inpatient care, nurse 1).
All interviewees have in common that for them the
planned system cannot and must not replace a personal
conversation with patients: “It depends on whether the
physician sees this tool as a screening instrument that does
not replace the fact that he is nevertheless dealing with the
patient, or whether this tool is a kind of substitute for talking to the patient, according to the motto: Have you documented everything completely and collected these and the
figures?” (Inpatient care, physician 1)

Discussion
The qualitative study was carried out in advance of the
planned development of an electronic assessment system. It thus does not address the feasibility or acceptance of existing potential system, but illuminates the
perspectives on knowledge cultures and processes on
site and how a planned system is anticipated by PC physicians and nurses [5, 28]. Our results show heterogeneous assessment methods being currently applied
across the respective settings. Our results indicate that
PROs are hardly integrated into patient needs assessment and that patient needs are assessed in face-to-face
interaction with the PC professionals. Interviewees questioned the validity and quality of insights collected from
PROs. On the one hand the validity of the potential data
is doubted, since scepticism prevails over patients’ selfassessments (cf. [21]). This touches upon the general
trustworthiness of PROs in the eyes of PC professionals.
On the other hand, the planned electronic assessment
system is criticised as a form of standardisation of the
queries that lead to an incomplete picture of the patient’s situation. Incomplete data records are also expected, since the given type of query would not be
accessible to all patients. These reservations apply specifically to the planned electronic assessment system. The
results indicate high parallels to another study in which
it was also shown that physicians justify their rejection
of an electronic screening system via their respective patient collective [19].
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When it comes to potentials and limitations of the assessment system, one of the main concerns is the loss of
personal contact with the patients. This is expected to
have a detrimental effect on the patients in PC to whom
interviewees attribute a particularly high need for contact. Interviewees evaluated the system positively in the
case that the system served to broadly orient care plans
without affecting or reducing the patient-caregiver relationship. As in [19], medical or nursing staff put their
own intuition before the possibilities of a standardised
needs assessment.
When implementing electronic assessment (systems),
it is not so much the patients who are sceptical as the
physicians and nurses [26]. The planned electronic assessment system, for example, symbolises an increasing
standardisation and technisation of medicine for the occupational groups interviewed, in which the interpersonal contact and the respective professional expertise
are marginalised (cf. [19]). Conversely, this suggests that
the acceptance of technical healthcare innovations
among physicians and nurses depends on whether they
recognise their benefits (cf. [25]), whether they feel compromised or supported by the innovation and how well
they are prepared for it (cf. [25, 28]).
Limitations

The qualitative research approach enabled a well-founded
exploration of the expectations of potential future users on
the medical staff’s side. For ethical reasons, the Tuebingen
project dispensed with interviewing patients. The patient
perspective was integrated during the evaluation of the implementation at a later stage of the collaborative project.
The structure of the collaborative project led to a regional
focus on the federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg. Further
perspectives and experiences against the background of regional differences in PC cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless,
we managed to achieve a heterogeneous sample in which
physicians and nurses of different genders, age groups and
experience levels of professional life, as well as different settings of PC were included. As no further substantially new
themes arose with additional interviews, we decided the
data to be saturated [31] after 19 interviews. This seems rather surprising at first glance, given the heterogeneity of
the sample. We assume that this results from the fact that
a large part of the expectations stay on the level of symbolic
acceptance [34], i.e. fewer practical problems are discussed
than the questions of what an electronic assessment of
PROs represents for physicians and nurses.

Conclusion
The study results can provide support for processes in
the run-up to and during the implementation of electronic assessment systems. It encourages to reflect during a given implementation process, which aspects of
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current working routines might be changed or be replaced and what this would mean for the target group.
The results could also improve the communication
about an innovation. We conclude from our data, that
practical challenges regarding technology usage, processes, responsibilities and data protection can be clarified through training and by permanent key persons (cf.
[28]). Other topics, such as doubts about data quality or
concerns about deterioration in the relationship with patients, require more sound communication (cf. [14]).
These require information tailored to the specific setting
which emphasises which role the system will have in patient contact, how it will support professional expertise
and how it will lead to better PC.
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